Pilot a Web-based App to Discover the Best Workplace Scenario for Your Firm
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SCENARIO PLANNING
How to Imagine your Next Office Space
…and how technology can help (is there an app for that?)

Elizabeth Cooper / JLL
Steve Polo / OPX

How firms select space
Projected headcounts/space programming
Internal discussion (sometimes with a facilitator) of space/building criteria
Building tours
Projected cost
Predicting the future

Change
Imagination
Tradition
Operating Environment
Choices / How to decide
Technology
Demographics
Research/Data
Ethos
Business Practices / Models

Imagination
Tradition

Anything else to say?

Operating environment
How do you decide?

*add OPX survey data in presentation

Is it just a numbers game?
Decision criteria

Conceptualize
A tool to help visualize and model your future

So what if you had a way to not only imagine possible futures, but test them against your priorities and decision criteria?
Thank you!

Questions?
Try it!

www.opxesp.com
Email: demo@opxesp.com
Pwd: espdemo!

Let us know what you think!

Elizabeth Cooper Elizabeth.Cooper@am.jll.com
Steve Polo polo@opxglobal.com

Your opinion matters!

Please take a moment to evaluate this session.

Thank you!